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Sub-title

SRE in the Enterprise
A practical guide to improving customer experience through Site Reliability Engineering
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What is SRE?

“SRE is what you get when you treat operations as if 

it’s a software problem.”

- Google Site Reliability Workbook

“SRE enables organizations to fulfill their reliability 

needs at scale to support the demands of digital 

business.”

- Gartner

“SRE effectively ends the age-old battles between 

Development and Operations.”

- Atlassian “SRE takes the tasks that have historically been done 

by operations teams, often manually, and instead gives 

them to engineers or ops teams who use software and 

automation to solve problems and manage production 

systems.”

- RedHat
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I’ll ask again. What is SRE?
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The Home Office in 2 minutes
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Platforms, products, and teams

The Home Office has a complex supplier landscape

We build thousands of services

We have multiple cloud platforms, public, private and hybrid

We have traditional ITIL service management functions

We have shared L1/L2 support functions

Product teams typically provide L3 support

We have a mix of embedded and centralised testing functions

We have a mix of embedded and centralised DevOps functions

Net result = lots of potential for gaps and unclear accountability
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Something was missing
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Let’s plug some gaps

Lots of time understanding landscape – no 2 teams are the same

Formed a “hit squad” for 1 key programme

1 became 2

2 became a whole portfolio

Now we operate an SRE Centre of Excellence
▪ Monitoring as Code

▪ Manuals

▪ Standards

▪ New tooling capabilities

▪ Readiness reviews

▪ Post-mortem/RCA facilitation
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Let’s plug some gaps

Adopted synthetic monitoring to reflect end user journeys

Adopted common health check patterns across all services

Introduced blameless post-mortems across incidents

Introduced production readiness reviews

Defined reliability, monitoring and logging standards across the organisation

Introducing new alert management tooling to bridge teams

Now moving towards a single SRE practice
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It’s good, but it’s not quite SRE

There is no ”one size fits all” model…

…but this definitely isn’t the end state

We’re creating feedback loops between teams that shouldn’t exist

We’re working around the fact a lot of our ITSM skills are out of date

We’re still making changes within silos (portfolios)

We’re still not leveraging core concepts like SLIs, SLOs, error budgets
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OK, so what should this look like?

One SRE practice to rule them all

Merge Service, Support, OAT, Transition functions into SRE

Align these teams to products

Make the whole organisation product centric, not just the portfolios

Everyone is working towards the same goals

Success across the organisation is measured by the same outcomes
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How do I apply this to my business? 

The problems are common, but manifest themselves differently

An external perspective is essential

You won’t fix everything at once…

…But you should know which direction you’re heading

This needs to be a top level initiative – it cuts across the business
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Hey, we have these 
problems too!

Hey, I’d like to help 
solve these 
problems!

Or…
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Q&A



SHARE YOUR 
REACTION



Thank You



SHARE YOUR 
THOUGHTS

Feedback Survey

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=atoF8lS-iEeof3vkcRElP2LNP1671AVFmOtJVXHYgQtUN1JUSDlEU00zVVhOTDRGQ1BKTDZEU0E0QS4u


Interested in being a mentor, mentee or both?
Cross-Organisational Mentoring 

Interested in speaker at a CITF event?
Speaker Opportunities

Utilise CITF Services for networking 

https://www.citf.tech/our-content-main/mentoring
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=atoF8lS-iEeof3vkcRElP2LNP1671AVFmOtJVXHYgQtURVVGQUEwRDE3M0c0TklPTDlITjVLODdQMi4u


FOLLOW US ON…  


